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Most of the users are moved to windows 7. It gives you the new features with new technology. It is
completely secure window. There are many issues while you install this new feature window. It
provides you more security than the previous version of windows. User used the computer to save
the personal and important record. It is reliable media to store and retrieve information. Sometimes
the computer may be crash due to some technical fault. Blue screen is the major error, which leads
the system to system boot failure. It may crash the computer. Computer boot failure is that condition
in which your computer can't works properly and information can't displayed properly. It is due to
some external or internal factors of your system. From the factors; you may loss some important
data of your system. External factors are due the load shading and the internal factors are due to
the installation of unnecessary software. Thatâ€™s the fact of physical dump memory appears on your
screen. This is due to the some bad sectors available on your hard disk.

There are a lot of reasons of disk failure including operating system loading error, black screen, blue
screen and many other symptoms that are leads to crash the systems. Operating system loading
error is due to the improper shutdown of the system. For that; you need to boot the system from CD.
From these symptoms most of the data loss is also occurred. Sometimes you opened many files at
the same time, such as listing the songs on media player and at the same time working on heavy
software. It will lead the system to halt and sometimes shows the blue screen. There are many
reasons of your system errors like Hardware/Software, virus attacks and many others. Hardware
and software are the major cause of your system disaster. Hardware fault tolerance is the major
issue. If you want to overcome, you need to use the redundancy hardware module. It helps you to
protect the hardware fault. System boot failure is also occurred due to the installation of
unauthorized software, which is not compatible to your windows. You can also overcome these
issues via some changing in your BIOS/CMOS. You can also use the third part software to remove
the registry issues. Registry issue is harmful to your system also sometime you are unable to boot
the system. Most of the users are unable to boot into win 7either normally or via safe mode. You are
also unable to uninstall the windows. You want to boot your system easily. For that; you get a
window 7 recovery disk. It easily boots the windows and repairs it easily.

You can also prevent the system from the boot disk failure, by running the windows in safe mode.
You just scan the system and detect the viruses. You can recover the data by using the
Wondershare LiveBoot Boot CD. It offers you to bootable CD or USB, which helps you to boot the
windows and repair it in few clicks.
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Wondershare has all the solution for a windows 7 recovery that offers system recovery without the
loss of data and the a windows 7 repair disk allows you to recover the system in a safe and easy
way.
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